A three-dimensional model of the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 integration complex.
While the general features of HIV-1 integrase function are understood, there is still uncertainty about the composition of the integration complex and how integrase interacts with viral and host DNA. We propose an improved model of the integration complex based on current experimental evidence including a comparison with the homologous Tn5 transposase containing bound DNA and an analysis of DNA binding sites using Goodford's GRID. Our model comprises a pair of integrase dimers, two strands of DNA to represent the viral DNA ends and a strand of bent DNA representing the host chromosome. In our model, the terminal four base pairs of each of the viral DNA strands interact with the integrase dimer providing the active site, while bases one turn away interact with a flexible loop (residues 186-194) on the second integrase dimer. We propose that residues E152, Q148 and K156 are involved in the specific recognition of the conserved CA dinucleotide and that the active site mobile loop (residues 140-149) stabilises the integration complex by acting as a barrier to separate the two viral DNA ends. In addition, the residues responsible for DNA binding in our model show a high level of amino acid conservation.